
Minutes of the Committee Meeting of the West Lakeland Orchestra Society held on 
Thursday 23 June 2016 at Parton, Whitehaven, at 7.30 pm.

Those present: Anthony Payne, Guy Murray, Mike Isherwood (chair), Chris Lloyd-Rogers, 
Margaret Butcher, Jane Morris-Eyton, Jean Hewitson, Rob Barlow, Sheila Barwise and Isobel 
Fenton.

Apologies: Derek George, Martin Butcher 

The Minutes of the meeting on 23 May 2016 were signed as a true and correct record. 

2016/17 Season: arrangements and jobs
a   Conductor
     Mike informed the Committee that Owen has agreed to conduct the first two concerts and may 
     do the third as well though it is a bit late in June for him.

b   Concert rehearsal dates and venues
     The 12 November is not a suitable date for Owen, so ideally we stay with the 19th and find an 
     alternate venue as the United Reformed Church in Cockermouth is not available. Christ Church 
     or All Saints churches in Cockermouth were suggested alternatives. Margaret will investigate 
     both of those for the 19th and also find out what is taking place at the URC in case it is a musical 
     event so we don’t clash.
     Drigg and Calderbridge village halls were suggested rehearsal venues. It was decided to wait till
     the concert date was finalised as rehearsal venues weren’t as critical.
     The 5 November would not be suitable, so it was decided the 19th was the best date if a venue 
     could be found.
     The other two concert dates are 25 March 2017 and 24 June 2017.
     There were problems with the date for next year’s Cockermouth Live, as it has not been set. 
     Owens concert with “Allegri” may also clash. Mike will check with Owen and the organisers of 
     Cockermouth Live re the two dates.

c   Concert programmes and soloists
     Guy will construct a list of possible pieces and the orchestration. He has asked Wendy if she 
     will play a concerto.
     It was suggested that Christian Taylor sing the Gershwin again, and Susan Ellis may consider a  
     clarinet or saxophone concerto or solo piece. Mike suggested Paul Redman might be willing to 
     perform a solo.
     Rob suggested approaching these players so we would know if they were prepared to play for  
     future programme planning.
     The question of soloist fees was then discussed at length, whether there was a difference 
     between a locally based soloist playing or bringing somebody in. It was suggested that Susan 
     Ellis might be approached to see what she feels about this.

d   Orchestra
     A list of players had been produced by Rob. It was decided that the numbers seemed to be all 
     right. We do more or less have an orchestra and plans can go ahead.
     Mike will put together a list of people that may play and send it round for comments and 
     additions and then those people can be asked if they will play. Rob will put together a proforma 
     which can then be sent out as soon as possible.



e   Jobs and publicity: who does what
     Mike thought each orchestral section should have a co-ordinator. Isobel agreed to co-ordinate 
     the string players, Jean the horns and brass and Guy the wind. Guy would prefer if Susan Ellis
     did the wind and will ask if she is willing. Rob will forward the proformas to the appropriate 
     people.
     Sheila agreed to take on the task of Librarian, Margaret is willing to continue with secretarial 
     duties and Anthony will continue with Facebook and Radio Cumbria.
     It was also emphasised that the best advertising is by word of mouth.
     Jean is willing to continue printing the posters. It was suggested that orchestra members help 
     with the distribution of posters around Cockermouth and each member is given a number of 
     posters to put up.

Any Other Business
Mike reminded the Committee that there would be a change of Chairman at the AGM and we need
to think about this. Guy offered to take on the position of Chairman if someone else was willing to 
be treasurer.
The newsletter will be put together in July by Mike and Guy and then Jean will send it out in 
August. There are 160 names on the list.
Mike went through the order of proceedings after the concert. It was agreed that any spare cash 
from donations should be made into a cheque for David.
Margaret reminded the Committee of a music stand left behind after the last Cockermouth concert. 
She thought it might belong to the bass player. If the owner can’t be located then a notice will go 
round with the proforma.
The date for the AGM will be either the 20 or 27 September, preferably the latter, to be held at 
Gosforth Church Hall or Calderbridge depending on availability.

The date of the next meeting is Monday 17 October at Parton, Whitehaven.

The meeting closed at 10.00pm. 
     


